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 ABSTRACT 
Businesses are increasingly incorporating artificial intelligence (AI) and various AI-based technologies 
into their human resource management (HRM) strategies in order to effectively manage workers in 
both domestic and international companies. Over the past ten years, there has been a notable surge 
in the usage of AI-driven HRM solutions, which has given rise to new areas of study on the implications 
of AI, the social consequences of robots, the impact of adoption on individual and organizational 
results, and the analysis of AI-supported HRM methods. Both domestic and international businesses 
have seen a change in their organizational structures as a result of the use of these technologies, 
which have given employees and organizations new strategies for maximizing resources, making 
informed decisions, and overcoming challenges. 
The amount of research on AI-based HRM technology is still small and uneven, despite a growing 
interest from academics. To assess the effectiveness of AI-guided HR applications and the human- AI 
interactions in large, international companies utilizing these developments, more research is 
necessary. In addition to presenting insights different from what is currently known, researchers hope 
to provide a thorough analysis of this hot topic and suggest topics for further investigation. They 
provide a forward-thinking framework for integrating AI applications research with HRM, providing a 
solid basis for upcoming research projects. The literature on the effects of automation and artificial 
intelligence (AI) on the methods and results of human resource development (HRD) is compiled in this 
systematic review. This paper investigates the impact of AI and automation on human resource 
development (HRD), focusing on the affected specific HRD processes and their results. 
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Technology in HR Functions, Human Resource Management, AI 
Application in HR. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

To be competitive, businesses are being forced to streamline operations, create leaner teams, and give 
priority to stakeholder involvement. The use of cutting-edge management tools and the acquisition and 
retention of elite personnel are essential components of this endeavor. Technology makes process 
optimization possible, but human skill assures innovative problem-solving, successful execution, and 
performance assessment. Due to the fact that artificial intelligence (AI) has been studied since the 1950s, 
the changing interaction between people and technology—in particular, AI—has attracted a lot of 
attention. 
AI has made significant strides recently, especially in automation and machine learning. These 
developments might drastically alter business models and economic structures, affecting a number of 
industries, including human resources (HR). As a result of changes in the economy, politics, society, and 
technology, HRM is becoming more and more acknowledged as a strategic necessity that places a premium 
on operational excellence and competitiveness. 
The significance of HRM representation in business decision-making is highlighted by an understanding of 
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HRM's emphasis on employment procedures and its integration with company strategy. The evolution of 
the field is reflected in the academic interest in AI's application in HRD, with studies concentrating on 
publication rates, common AI types, and AI's use in HRM. Considering its infancy, continued assessment 
and research encouragement are essential to advancing technology's contributions to human resource 
management. 

 
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

1. Investigate the factors influencing the adoption of AI tools in the human resource industry. 
2. Assess the impact of AI adoption on HRM practices and employee outcomes. 
3. Examine the challenges and barriers hindering the widespread adoption of AI tools in human 

resource management. 
4. Explore the role of organizational culture in facilitating or impeding the adoption of AI 

technologies in HR. 
5. Analyze the ethical implications associated with the adoption of AI tools in human resource practices 

and propose frameworks for responsible implementation. 
 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

1. What are the key drivers influencing the adoption of AI tools in the human resource industry? 
2. How do organizations integrate AI technologies into their existing HRM frameworks? 
3. What are the challenges faced by HR professionals in adopting AI tools, and how can these 

challenges be addressed? 
4. What impact does the adoption of AI tools have on employee performance, satisfaction, and overall 

organizational outcomes? 
5. What ethical considerations arise from the use of AI in HRM, and how can these concerns be 

addressed in practice? 
 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Only research articles published in publications that are members of SCOPUS, ABDC, IEEE, etc. were 
consulted for this study. An attempt at a complete examination of the literature on AI and state-of-the-art 
HRM technology is made in this review. The researcher's methodology was a comprehensive literature 
review. A systematic review is a kind of research study that systematically collects and analyzes relevant 
material in order to build theory and knowledge on a certain issue. A clear and reproducible strategy for 
outcomes synthesis is made possible by this procedure, which guarantees entire dependability. 
 

HR FUNCTIONS AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

Understanding the possible effects of AI and other intelligence-driven technologies on HRM as a whole 
and its different sub-functional areas has received a lot of interest. Through an examination of sub-
functional areas like performance management, recruitment, training, pay, and HR planning, we can better 
understand the new opportunities that digitalized AI-enabled activities bring to employers and employees. 
AI-enabled performance management systems, for example, provide a range of opportunities for 
individuals and businesses alike, enabling impartial employee assessments and pinpointing areas in need 
of development. Similar to this, payroll system automation makes it easier for HR professionals to manage 
payroll and related chores, and AI technologies help define compensation and benefits programs and 
provide crucial information on employee pay plans. AI systems help in the areas of training and 
development by managing employees' career paths, recognizing skill gaps, and developing effective 
training programs. AI's capacity to foresee future labor needs and choose qualified applicants helps with 
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manpower planning, and AI-enabled recruiting and selection procedures expedite the candidate selection 
process and enhance communication. Employees must, however, be aware of the information that is 
collected about them and how judgments made by AI could affect their attitudes and actions. Employers 
need to inform staff members on the technology being employed as well as address the ethical issues and 
biases related to AI applications. 
 

ROLE OF AI ON HR PRACTICES 

Human resource management is one of the fields that has just lately begun to apply AI. A higher need for 
digitalization, automation, and agility in HR operations has arisen with the advent of Industry 4.0. Because 
AI can improve general decision-making, accuracy, and efficiency, it has the potential to radically change HR 
processes. Two of these functions—talent acquisition and recruitment—can be greatly assisted by AI. To 
save time and money, AI-powered algorithms may swiftly scan resumes and applications for suitable 
candidates based on pre-set criteria, eliminating the need to manually review each application. One 
important area where AI can be useful is in assisting with worker engagement and retention efforts. Data 
collected from employees could be analyzed by algorithms powered by artificial intelligence (AI) to reveal 
trends and patterns that point to poor engagement or excessive turnover. Afterwards, HR professionals may 
use this data to proactively handle these problems by implementing tailored interventions, such training 
programs or cultural reforms. Additionally, AI may enhance L&D efforts by enhancing learning results via the 
identification of knowledge gaps and the provision of individualised training programs tailored to staff 
members' requirements. 
The application of AI in performance management is also on the rise, since the technology has the potential 
to analyze employee performance data and spot problem areas. Insights like this may guide the development 
of tailored initiatives to boost productivity and efficiency in the workplace. On top of that, AI makes the 
workplace more safer and more compliant by analyzing data from sensors and other devices to find potential 
hazards and suggest ways to avoid them. Compliance with safety rules is ensured and the accident rate in 
the workplace is reduced. In conclusion, HR processes might undergo a radical transformation with the 
introduction of AI. Improvements enabled by AI have great potential for enhancing efficiency, accuracy, and 
decision-making in several domains like as people management, learning and development, performance 
management, workplace safety, and recruitment. It is critical to address worries about prejudice and job loss 
if we want to reap the benefits of AI without sacrificing social and moral concerns. How well AI is 
incorporated into HR procedures will ultimately depend on an organization's ability to strike a balance 
between the advantages of automation and the inherent human sensitivity and judgment. 
 

CONCLUSION 

Upon careful examination of the existing research, it becomes evident that performance management, 
payroll and compensation, training and development, manpower planning, recruitment and selection, and 
compliance stand out as the primary functions of Human Resource Management benefiting from the 
effective utilization of artificial intelligence. Through critical review and analysis, it is apparent that AI brings 
several advantages to HR managers in these areas, including time savings, access to accurate and real-time 
data, cost-effectiveness, faster and more efficient decision-making, and reduced likelihood of human error 
through system automation. Based on this observation, it can be concluded that artificial intelligence is 
widely used and successfully integrated into human resource management in enterprises. Furthermore, it 
is conceivable that in the future, artificial intelligence will be applied to further auxiliary areas of human 
resource management. 

 
FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 

AI integration in HRM has several advantages for HR divisions and staff members alike. These benefits do, 
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however, come with some cybersecurity dangers and legal implications. Concerns about privacy are raised 
by the growing amount of employee data, and the proliferation of gadgets boosts the possibility of 
cybersecurity assaults. Organizations must guarantee the security of their employees' data before 
implementing AI for HR management. To reduce cybersecurity threats, enterprises must also implement 
data-driven security solutions that monitor the data itself rather than just the network. Due to its novelty 
and low utilization, AI in HRM acceptance and the development of AI-based HR software remain limited, 
especially in India. Because most firms only use a little amount of AI in their HR procedures, it is difficult 
to perform thorough studies. Even though AI has been the topic of much research, there aren't enough 
companies using AI in HR practices for a complete analysis of the technology's ramifications and actual 
effectiveness. By enabling the comparison and contrast of interviewee responses, conducting more 
interviews may improve the studies' applicability. 
 
This study shows that the application of AI in recruiting is still in its infancy. Further studies on AI-related 
subjects ought to go deeper in order to acquire a more thorough knowledge. Although this study included 
empirical results from multiple businesses, it would be useful to carry out organization-specific 
investigations when additional AI data becomes available. A more comprehensive viewpoint might be 
obtained by taking into account companies that want to use AI in the future. Notwithstanding the possible 
advantages of AI in HR, there are still issues and worries that need to be addressed, like bias in AI algorithms 
and job displacement from automation. 
Moreover, utilizing a quantitative methodology might investigate the numerical effects of AI- driven HR 
choices on business performance and employee attrition. Examining workers' viewpoints and experiences 
with AI-based HR procedures could provide insightful information on this subject, given the trust difficulties 
surrounding AI. 
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